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Club meeting

The next meeting is Tuesday Feb 5th it is the A.G.M..

Work Parties
We have had one so far and a rather poor turn out.
This Sunday 27th we have one at Forty Hall. Woodlands lake
Bring boots [its muddy] drink, gloves, towel, and any tools you may have for pruning
If we can get the boat down to the lake we will get the two trees in the water out, we have
pulleys etc.. If it is too muddy to get the boat down we still have plenty of pruning to do
around the lake
Give me a ring to let me know so I can arrange tools etc.
As usual Start 8am till noon meet at swim 24 forest side of lake
Due to the changing weather forecast check on the web site Saturday pm

Passingford pond
Sadly after nearly 25 years we are having to give up on the venue. The farmer has
decided that he needs to keep the water level below that that we need to sustain fish.

Old river Lea
I took time out to go along the river with a tiny Ondex spinner and had a really good bit of
fun with two little jacks around 12ozs and 1.5lbs plus a couple of greedy Perch of no
more than 6ozs and lost a chub of about 2lbs. Not any records broken but I had four
hours of old fashioned fun and kept warm on the move all the time.

Turnford
Before the ice there were still Carp banked and as I said last issue Pike are being
targeted and banked. A couple by our members have been on our Facebook page..
Piking will now take a front seat on all the pits .

Fishers Green
Ice and extra flow a few fish have been showing, Chub, barbel on the river and roach
and pike in the relief, with Pike also from Langridge in the clear spots.
The road after our gate is bad and care must be taken, we are in talks about it, there are
planned works on the power station on the horizon which will mean updates to the
surface for their vehicles, we hope that things will in the long term improve. There will
be interruptions to our access at times but dates and the extent of this is not yet clear

Facebook
Join our Facebook page to keep up to date [ Name and membership number to join]

Mike Smith

secretary@hollowanglingsociety.co.uk

